Duration

1.5

Team/Age:

Youth Team

Organization SYSO
Theme:

Pressing Individually & Team

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

Objectives
30x30 area, splitting players into
teams of 3.
They must pass the ball between all
3 members of the group. After
each pass players must find the
next appropriate angle and
distance to receive the ball.

Warm up

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 1 -

Click to insert session diagram

Progression: After passing the ball
each players must identify new
space to receive the ball
Restrict touches and time

10x15area 2v1
Attacking Objective Maintain possession for as long as
possible.
Defensive Objective Regain possession as quickly as
possible
Progression Rotate the defender every
40seconds.

Activity 2 -

Click to insert session diagram
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Print Form

Different passing surfaces
Weight of pass
Power and accuracy of pass.
Identifying space.
Placement of the pass
Communication between players
Observing every interference
around.
Identifying an early passing
opportunity.

Can players consider one's
surroundings - Over the shoulder
Other players drop to create space.
Appropriate angle and distances Attacking and defensively
Who's in a better position to
receive the ball?
Weight of pass
Communication? Where to pass?
Who too?
Distance to pressurize
Understand how to pressurize
individually.

30x25 area
Pressing in 2's
4v2
Attacking Objective Maintain possession for as long as
possible.
Defensive Objective Regain possession as quickly as
possible
Progressions:
If the attacking team makes 5
passes, another ball gets added.

Space between Players.
When to pass to feet? When to
execute a leading pass?
Where to pass? Forward?
Sideways? Backwards (Restarting)
Receiving technique
Communication
Pressing together, closing down
passing angles, Thinking! Patience,
delaying space and time.

Set up 3 zones, 2 Defence, 2
Midfield and 1 Attack from both
team.

Different passing surfaces
Weight of pass
Power and accuracy of pass.
Identifying space.
Placement of the pass
Communication between players
Observing every interference
around.
Identifying an early passing
opportunity.
IWhen? How? Who? to pressurize
the ball.

Objective each team must pass
through every zone, before
attempting to score
Click to insert session diagram

Key Coaching Points

Progression:
Understanding how to pressure as
a team whilst attempting to
maintain a solid structure.
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